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Introduction
Feature plays a very important role in the area of
developing autonomous motor vehicles. The
objective of this project is to track the direction of
motion of a host vehicle by extracting its features.
Feature points of the input frame was calculated
using the “Fast Corner” algorithm. Employment of
motion estimation algorithm on the current frame
against a previous frame on these extracted features
points provides an accurate direction of motion.

Algorithm Design for Object Recognition
The Object Recognition consists of the following
stages:
Grayscale Conversion
Delta Frame Generation
Thresholding
Noise Filtering
Image Enhancement

Motion Estimation
In block matching algorithm, matching blocks in one
frame are located in the successive frames of the
digital video. The process involves division of
current frame into number of macro blocks and then
comparison of each corresponding block in adjacent
frames. A vector can be used to find the movement
of that particular block in the next frame or previous
frame. We have used SAD as block matching
algorithm. SAD is sum of absolute differences. SAD
is the method to find the measurement of similarity
between different image blocks.

Algorithm for Fast corner detection :
Step 1. Select a pixel „p‟ in the image. Assume the
intensity of this pixel to be IP
Step 2. Set a threshold intensity value T,.
Step 3. Consider a circle of 16 pixels surrounding
the pixel p.
Step 4. “N” contiguous pixels out of the 16 need to
be either above or below IP by the value T, if the
pixel needs to be detected as an interest point.
Step 5. To make the algorithm fast, first compare
the intensity of pixels 1, 5, 9 and 13 of the circle
with IP. As evident from the figure below, at least
three of these four pixels should satisfy the
threshold criterion so that the interest point will
exist.
Step 6. If at least three of the four pixel values - I1
,I5 ,I9 I13 are not above or below IP + T, then P is
not an interest point (corner).
Step 7. Repeat the procedure for all the pixels in
the image

Design Approach in Vivado
HLS
Step 1: Develop and
application on Desktop.
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Step 2:Recompile and execute the OpenCV
application in the Zynq SoC without modification.
Step 3:Refactor OpenCV application using I/O
functions to encapsulate an accelerator function.
Step 4.:Replace OpenCV function calls with
synthesizable video library function calls in
accelerator function.
Step 5.:Generate an accelerator and corresponding
API from the accelerator function using Vivado
HLS.

Step 6. Replace calls to the accelerator function
with calls to the accelerator API
Step 7. Recompile and execute the accelerated
application [1]
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Results

Percentage of flipflops
utilization goes on
decreasing. However,
the percentage of
LUT’s remains same.

The above image shows the object being tracked
using OpenCV. It takes a video of a bouncing ball as
an input and captures one frame. The algorithm then
converts the image into a grayscale image. Once this
conversion is done, the algorithm captures another
image and an absolute sum of difference of these
two images is computed. The resulting image is as
displayed in the frame above on right side.

Minimum and maximum latency for ZYBO SoC
boards
(Z7010,Z702,Z706)

Conclusions And Future Scope
I

The above images show corners detected on two
separate images. This image was then compared
against the golden reference model to see if the
synthesizable libraries were able to convert the
image successfully
.
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We successfully tracked a bouncing ball on OpenCV
and emulated it on Vivado HLS. This IP was then
converted into synthesizable code and an RTL based
IP was generated. Resource utilization of our corner
detection IP consumes 3 DSP blocks, 5489 flipflops,
and 12558 LUT’s. The motion estimation IP
consumed 994 flipflops, 1512 LUT’s, 6 DSP blocks.
The design ran successfully on 100MHz with an
uncertainty of 1.25ns.Our design can process ten
frames per second. Latency decreases when We run
our design below 33.3MHz(30ns)
Our future work includes the exploration of more
robust models in order to track objects with complex
textures. We also plan to implement the same
algorithm on GPU for better performance. GPU are
very efficient at manipulating image processing, and
it’s highly parallel structure makes them more
efficient than FPGA.
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